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Abstract—as the increase in demand of electric power supply, the necessity to transmit more power has become the need of 
the hour. The excess power can be transferred by building new infrastructure (costly and time taking) or by using series 
compensation (relatively cheaper and faster alternative). Series compensation is a technique in which line inductance is 
compensated by placing a capacitor in series with the line. This helps in increasing the transmission capacity of the existing 
line. Series compensated lines face several challenges when it comes to protection and fault location. Current and voltage 
signals used by the protection and fault location algorithms, contain considerable sub-synchronous frequency components 
(SSFCs) which do not damp sufficiently within a typical fault clearing time of the line protection system. Presence of such 
SSFCs affects the accuracy of the available phasor estimation techniques which in turn impacts the accuracy of phasor-based 
fault location algorithms. 
In the presented research work a new offline Prony method and Matrix Pencil Method based phasor estimation techniques is 
introduced, which almost eliminates these SSFCs in addition to removal of noise, harmonics and decaying DC and results in 
more accurate phasor estimation for fault location in series compensated transmission lines. The idea is to estimate signal 
and the Current/voltage signal is then used to perform phasor estimation. The performance of the proposed technique is 
evaluated using an assumed theoretical signal inMatlab simulation and results are compared with the available accepted 
techniques. 

 
Keywords—Phasor Estimation, Series Compensation, Sub-synchronous Frequency Components, Prony, Matrix Pencil 
method. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Modern power system (PS) is becoming more 
complex and highly non-linear. Complexity of PS 
networks lead to some issues such as power quality, 
undesirable harmonics and inter-harmonics, high fault 
level, unbalanced loading conditions, cumbersome 
load flow computations, power swings, and noisy 
measurements. Power system is a complex network 
with three major components, i.e., generation, 
transmission and distribution. After generating the 
power, it is transferred to the end users through a 
complex network of transmission and distribution 
lines. The electric power is transmitted at a very high 
voltage to save losses. The level of voltage reduces as 
we go down to the consumer level. Electric power is 
available to the end user at a specified voltage and 
frequency, which are typically 230 V and 50 Hz in 
India. The steady-state performance of the power 
system is achieved through careful planning, design, 
installation and operation of very complex networks 
of generators, transformers, and transmission and 
distribution lines. Due to the huge size of power 
system and proper protection mechanisms in place, 
the power system appears to be in a steady-state to an 
end user. However, in reality, it is subjected to 
constant disturbances of various kinds. These 
disturbances can be caused due to frequent changes in 
load conditions or by faults in the system. The faults 
can occur either by operator’s mistake, failure of 
equipment (insulation failure, flashover or physical  

 
damage) or by a natural cause (like lightning and 
thunder storms). These faults can be short circuit 
(conductor to conductor) or open circuit (broken 
conductor) in nature. Since faults cannot be prevented 
and can happen any time, it is important and critical to 
have a proper protection system in place. 
The main role of protection system is detection of 
abnormal power system condition and initiation of 
corrective action in minimum possible time so as to 
isolate the faulted part and bring back the PS to 
normal operating condition. Protection Relay is the 
main function of protection system. The function of 
protective Relay is to detect the fault and isolate the 
faulted section by sending corresponding tripping 
signal to Circuit Breaker and restore the isolated 
components if fault is cleared. The purpose of 
protection is to prevent any further damage to the 
equipment, reduce the stress on the equipment. 
 
II. SERIES COMPENSATED LINE 
MODELLING 
 

 
Fig.1 SLG of 3-phase transmission line 
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Fig.1 shows single line diagram of Three-phase, 50 
Hz, 735 kV power system transmitting power from a 
power plant consisting of six 350 MVA generators to 
an equivalent system through a 600 km transmission 
line. The transmission line is split into two 300 km 
lines connected between buses B1, B2, and B3. 
 
A. Series Compensation 
The three-phase module consists of three identical 
subsystems, one for each phase. Fig.2 shows the 
SCPU unit.The SCPU consist of Capacitor, MOV, 
Bypass Breaker and air gap. The transmission line is 
40% series compensated by a 70.72 µF capacitor. The 
capacitor is protected by the MOV block. If you open 
the dialog box of the MOV block, notice that it 
consists of 60 columns and that its protection level 
(specified at a reference current of 500 A/column or 
30 kA total) is set at 298.7 kV. This voltage 
corresponds to 2.5 times the nominal capacitor voltage 
obtained at a nominal current of 2 kA RMS. 

 
Fig.2 Series compensation unit 

 
B. Working of series capacitor protective unit 
The typical protective bypass system consists of a 
metal oxide varistor, bypass gap, damping reactor, and 
bypass circuit breaker. The varistor serves to provide 
overvoltage protection of the series capacitor during 
power system faults. The bypass gap is controlled to 
spark over in the event of excess varistor energy. The 
bypass breaker closes automatically in the case of 
prolonged gap conduction or other platform 
contingencies. The breaker also allows the operator to 
insert or bypass the series capacitor. The damping 
reactor limits the capacitor discharge resulting from 
gap spark over or bypass breaker closure. The 
communication of platform connection to the ground 
is accomplished using fiber optics. 
 
C. Series capacitor affects phasor estimaton 
Insertion of Series compensation (i.e. fixed series 
capacitor) introduces errors in phasor estimation due 
to it contain Decaying DC component, sub 
synchronous frequency component, harmonics and 
noise. Therefore it cause phasor based fault location. 
The effects of series capacitor on distance elements is 
more critical for capacitors located at the line ends 
than for mid line capacitors. Line end capacitors do 
not affect only distance estimation but also affects the 

directional discrimination. Mid line capacitors do not 
affect directional discrimination unless the level of 
compensation is too high. 
 
III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 
 
After the literature survey it can be concluded that due 
to the presence of SCFC, DDOC and noise affects the 
performance of the available phasor based fault 
detection techniques. So to remove these unwanted 
signal filtering technique is used before phasor 
estimation. 
Filtering Technique 
A. Conventional Filter 
The process of obtaining accurate phasor for the 
proposed technique is conventional filter. In the 
proposed algorithm, first, the sampled fault current 
i[n], is passed through Moving Average filter. 

 
Where 푁 the total number of current samples and 푓  
is the sampling frequency. Theconventional 
averaging filter is an N tap digital filter and N is the 
number of samples per cycleand filter taps are equal 
to 1/N. Use of the conventional filter is an accurate 
estimate of only if the sampling frequency is very 
high. 
 
B. Developed Filter 
The performance of the proposed averaging filter is 
evaluated for test signals with different time constants, 
angular frequencies and initial angles. The results for 
different test signals (for different time constants and 
frequencies) are reported. 

 
 
This filtered signal iavg[n] contains information about 
transient frequency components includingSSFCs, 
DDOCs and non-integer harmonics. 
Phasor Estimation Technique 
C. Prony Method 
The Prony analysis was developed by Gaspard 
Riche, Baron de Prony in 1795 in order to explain 
the expansion of various gases. In his original paper, 
Prony proposed fitting a sum of exponentials to 
equally spaced data points and extended the model to 
interpolate at intermediate points. The Prony analysis 
is not only a signal analysis technique but also a 
system identification method. Application of Prony 
arePower system electromechanical oscillation, 
biomedical monitoring,Radioactive decay, Radar and 
Sonar. 
Description of Prony method as follows: 
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Consider a linear, time-invariant dynamic system as 
shown in fig.3 below 

(6) 
Fig. 3 LTI System 

In Figure 3, the signals are referred to as follows: 
u(t) = system input response 
x(t) = State of the system 
y (t) = system output response 
The evolution of the state of the PCR system is 
expressed by 

( ) = 퐴푥(푡) + 퐵푢(푡),                      (7)       
 

Where 퐴 and B are constant matrices. 
Suppose that a linear, time-invariant dynamic system 
is brought to “initial” state	푥	(푡 ) =푥  at time푡 , by 
means of some test input or disturbance. Then, if the 
input is removed and there is no subsequent input or 
disturbance to the system, it will “ring down” 
according to a differential equation of form 

( ) = 퐴푥(푡)                            (8) 
Where A is a matrix of size n×n whose eigenvalues 
are휆 , right eigenvectors are 푝  and left eigenvector is 
푞 .the system order is represented by n. The solution 
is expressed as the sum of n components as: 

푥(푡) = 	 (푞 푥 )푝 푒푥푝( 	 ) 

푥(푡) = 	 ∑ 푅 푥 푒푥푝 ×  (9) 
Where 푅 = 푝 ×푞  is an (n×n) residue matrix. 
As the system is a LTI system, we express y (t) in the 
form 

푦(푡) = 퐶푥(푡) +퐷푢(푡),               (10) 
Where C and D are constant matrices. If the input is 
removed u (t) = 0 then above equation is: 

푦(푡) = 퐶푥(푡)                               (11) 
The Prony analysis directly estimates the parameter 
of the Eigen structures described in 4.1.3 by fitting a 
sum of a complex damped sinusoidal to evenly 
spaced sample(in time) values of the output: 

 
푦(푡) = 	∑ 퐴 푒푥푝( 	 ) cos	(2휋푓푡 + ∅ )   (12) 

 
퐴 : Amplitude of component i, 
휎 : Damping coefficient of component i, 
∅ : Phase of component i, 
푓  : Frequency of component i, 
L: Total number of damped exponential components, 
푦(푡): Estimate of observed data for 푦(푡) consisting of 
N  
Samples푦( ) = 푦[푘], 
K=0, 1, 2… N-1that are evenly spaced. 
Using Euler’s theorem, cos (2휋푓푡 + ∅ ) can be 
represented as sum of exponentials 

 

Inserting (4.2.7) in (4.2.6) and letting t = kT, the 
samples of푦(푡)are rewritten as 

푦(푘) = 	 ∑ 퐵 푧                      (14) 
 

Where 푧 	= 푒푥푝( ∆ ) which we refer to as the “poles.” 
퐵 = 	 	 푒푥푝                            (15) 

The strategy for obtaining a Prony solution (PRS) can 
be summarized as follows:  
Step 1:  

Assemble selected elements of the record into a 
Toeplitz data matrix. N is the total no of sample. In 
the majority of practical cases, the Toeplitz matrix is 
non-square with more rows than columns. 

 
Step 2:  
Fit the data with a discrete linear prediction model, 
such as a least square Solution. First write as a linear 
prediction model. 

 
Linear prediction coefficients vector a is estimated by 
solving the over-determined least square problem, 
which is computed using a = D\d. 

 
Step 3:  
Find the roots of the characteristic polynomial formed 
form the linear prediction coefficients. 

 
As vector a is known from the roots of 푧 	 of the 
polynomial can be computed. 

 
Step 4:  
Using the roots determine the amplitude and initial 
phase for each mode. From the roots z i are obtained  

 
The N × n matrix of z is a Vandermonde matrix and 
solving it for the B i is called the Vandermonde 
problem. From the roots and residues, the parameters 
can be calculated as 
휆 = 	 	( )                                                          (19) 

LTI System
x(t) y(t)u(t)
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B. Matrix Pencil Method 
The term “pencil” originated with Gantmacher in 
1960. Similar to Gantmacher’s definition for matrix 
pencil. The Matrix Pencil algorithm method was 
introduced by Hua and Sarkar for pole estimation 
and was initially used for extracting poles from 
antenna’s electromagnetic transient responses.The 
Matrix Pencil’s inherent ability to accurately analyze 
noisy signals makes it a promising technique. 
The strategy for obtaining aMatrix pencil Method can 
be summarized as follows: 

 
Step 1:  

Assemble selected elements of the record into a 
Hankel data matricesH0 and H1. A Hankel matrix is a 
square matrix with constant skew-diagonals. The 
Hankel matrices are typically assembled using all of 
the available data such that the top left-most element 
of  퐻  is 푦  and the bottom right-most element of  
퐻 푖푠푦 . The Hankel matrices are assembled such 
that: 

퐻 = 	

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
푦 푦 ⋯ 푦
푦 푦 ⋯ 푦
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
푦 푦 ⋯ 푦 ⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
 

퐻 = 	

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
푦 푦 ⋯ 푦
푦 푦 ⋯ 푦
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

푦 푦 ⋯ 푦 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
 

And r is − 1. This choice of r assumes that the 
number of data points is sufficient such that r > n. 
Where N is total no of samples. 

 
Step 2:  
Perform the singular value decomposition of H0 and 
estimate the system order n based on the magnitude 
of the singular values. The ERA formulation after 
Hankel matrix begins by singular value 
decomposition of 퐻  into two components according 
to the relative size of the singular values 

 

퐻 = 	푈		∑	푉 	= 	 [푈 푈 ] ∑ 0
0 ∑

푉
푉

       (20) 

Where ∑  and ∑ 	are diagonal matrices with their 
elements ordered by magnitude 

∑ = 푑푖푎푔(휎 ,휎 , … ,휎 ) 
∑ = 푑푖푎푔(휎 ,휎 , … , 휎 ) 

The singular values are ordered by magnitude such 
that휎 > 휎 > ⋯ > 휎 > 휎 > 휎 … 	> 휎 .The 
SVD is a useful tool for determining an appropriate 
value for n. The ratio of the singular values of 
contained in ∑ can be determine the best 
approximation of n. The ratio of each singular value 
휎  to the largest singular value max s is compared to a 
threshold value, where p is the number of significant 
decimal digits in the data: 

휎
휎 	≈ 	10  

Any example singular values with a ratio below 10  
are assumed to be a part of the noise are not included 
in the reconstruction of the system. The values of the 
n should be set to the number of singular values with 
a ratio above the threshold10 . It can be shown that 
for a linear system of order n, the diagonal elements 
of  ∑  are zero (assuming that the impulse response is 
noise free). The practical significance of this result is 
that the relative size of this of the SVD provides an 
indication of the identified system order. If the 
singular value exhibit a significant grouping such 
that	휎 >> 휎 , then from 퐻  can be approximated 
by 

퐻 	≈ 	푈 ∑ 푉  
 

Step 3: 
Define the matrices 푉  and 푉  from V.  We next 
consider the "filtered" matrix, [V], constructed so that 
it contains only M dominant right-singular vectors of 
V 
[푉 ] = 	 [휈 휈 휈 … 휈 ] 
[푉 ] = 	 [휈 휈 휈 … 휈 ]                          (20) 
And calculate the matrices 푌  and 푌  
[푌 ] = 	 [푉 ] [푉 ] 
[풀ퟐ] = 	 [푽ퟐ]푻[푽ퟏ] ……………………….... (21) 
Step 4:  
The desired poles 푧 may be found as the generalized 
eigenvalues of the matrix pair {[푌  ] –λ [푌  ]}. The 
eigenvalue setλ	[푌 ,푌 ] is contained in the square 
matrices 푌  and푌 , as the pencil values or roots of 
푌 relative to푌 .  

 
Step 5:  
Calculate the eigenvalues of[푌 푌 ]. The 
eigenvalues which are the same as the poles (z). The 
remainder of the method follows the Prony method. 
 
IV. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 
 
A test signal of series-compensated transmission lines 
faultCurrent or voltage can be represented as a 
combination of fundamental frequency component its 
integer harmonics, transient frequency components 
including SSFCs, DDOCs,and non-integer harmonics 
and noise. 

 
White Gaussian noise with SNR 10 and 20 is added 
in the Signal. 
 
V. RESULTS 
 
The algorithm for phasor estimation is tested for 
different filtering technique with Prony and Matrix 
Pencil method in Matlab simulation. In series 
compensated lineFault onthe R phase (SLG) is 
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happened. Fig. 4 shows the faulted signal. And fig.5 
shows the conventional filtering waveform. 
  

 
Fig 4 SLG fault (R-phase) Current waveform  

 

 
Fig.5 Filter output 

In fig.5 red line shows the faulted current sample and 
blue line shows the moving average filter. Noise is 
almost removed by filter. 
The results of phase and amplitude are obtained from 
synthetic signals are 
 
A. Phase  Actual Value = 22.5 degree 

 

 
 
B. Amplitude  Actual Value = 25 

 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
We have presented the Prony and Matrix Pencil 
method which solves a generalized eigenvalue 
problem to pole estimation to find the Phasor of the 
signal. Filtering is used to remove the harmonics, 
noise, SSFC component. Matrix method has better 
performance than the Prony for signal largely contain 
noise. New offline technique is proposed for accurate 
estimation of fault current and voltage phasors of the 
series compensated transmission system. 
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